PRESS RELEASE

BENTLEY INSPIRES DESIGNERS (AND JUDGES) AT NEOCON 2018

The Drawing Room Collection: Dust Jacket™

LOS ANGELES (June 2018) — At NeoCon 2018, all who entered The Drawing Room emerged energized,
empowered and inspired – including the judges for several premier A&D award programs. Bentley recently
returned from the contract design industry’s 50th annual gathering with five recognitions – one Contract
Best of NeoCon prize, two Interior Design HiP honors, a #MetropolisLikes and a BUILDINGS’ Product
Innovations distinction – each applauding its leadership in product design and innovation.
For the second year in a row, Bentley won the Silver Best of NeoCon in the broadloom category, this year for
The Drawing Room Collection, the company’s signature NeoCon introduction. The collection embodies the
demands of today’s generation to not only feel reassured but energized by their surroundings – no matter
where they work, gather and collaborate. The highly textured Chronicle™ and Redacted™ styles are
designed to feel luxe in a world that requires resilience, while Dog Eared™ and Dust Jacket™ take a more
playful tone, with mid- to large-scale geometrics that subtly fold color into neutral backgrounds.
The Drawing Room Collection also received a Merit Award from BUILDINGS for its design as well as its
superior functionality, durability and performance.
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Bentley’s Outlier™ challenges traditional design
conventions, too. Playing perfectly to interiors’
increasingly blended home/play/work spaces,
the broadloom and carpet tile product
captured the attention of Metropolis and
Interior Design. One of just 33 products
recognized with a coveted #MetropolisLikes
honor, Outlier was also a finalist in Interior
Design’s HiP (Honoring Industry People and
Innovative Products) awards program in the
Education, Institutional and Government
category.
Outlier’s geometric design gives the illusion of
having grown over the highly textured, organic
background, a unique pattern-over-background
element that is as unexpected as it is elegant.
Outlier™

But products weren’t the only Bentley honorees at NeoCon 2018. Wendy Jorgensen, the company’s 2017
Sales Person of the Year, was a finalist in the HiP Seller category.
###

About Bentley
Defining style, color, quality and service for more than 30 years, Bentley Mills, Inc. manufactures and markets
award-winning broadloom, carpet tile and area rug products for all commercial interiors across the globe.
Bentley is recognized for leadership in product design, style and customer service. Bentley is committed to
sustainable commerce, and, as the largest commercial carpet manufacturer in California, the company operates
in a LEED®-EBOM Gold carpet mill. For more information, contact Bentley at 800.423.4709 or visit us at
bentleymills.com or on Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, LinkedIn, Instagram and Google+.
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